Conjunction Exercises With Answers
coordinating conjunctions exercise - grammarbank - coordinating conjunctions exercise choose the
correct conjunction. 1. i did my best to pass my english exam yet / so i failed. 2. i will get my car serviced and /
for there is something wrong with the brakes. 3. the suspect went to the airport and / yet tried to use a license
that had his brother's identification on it or / but he got caught. 4. 1. check your grammar: matching
conjunctions - check your grammar: matching – conjunctions match the two parts of the sentence and write a
– h next to the number 1 – 8. ... these exercises to check your understanding of ... rewrite as one sentence
using the conjunction given. 1. i don't eat cheese. i don't eat butter. (or) two types of conjunctions - super
teacher worksheets - two types of conjunctions a conjunction is a word that joins sentences, phrases, or
words together. a coordinating conjunction joins words that are equally important in a sentence. example: the
pelican ate a fish and flew away. in this example, the pelican did two things that are equally important, but
subordinating conjunctions and subordinate clauses - subordinating conjunctions and subordinate
clauses, spring 2015. 1 of 5 subordinating conjunctions and subordinate clauses this handout discusses how
subordinating conjunctions, or subordinators, help writers create cohesion, or “togetherness,” within their
writing, and how these conjunctions signal different logical links between ideas. combining sentences with
subordinating conjunctions - combining sentences with subordinating conjunctions when you write, your
writing is more interesting if you can vary sentence structures. one way to vary sentence ... combine the short
sentences by using the subordinating conjunction provided to create a complex sentence. 1. finish eating your
breakfast. brush your teeth. table of contents - freshman writing 1 - [each conjunction is followed by a
noun] • i not only lost the game but also hurt my ankle. [each conjunction is followed by a verb] • professor
jenkins is not only patient, but also stimulating. [each conjunction is followed by an adjective] • hector did not
lose money at the casino but he did not win any either. [each conjunction is ... multiple choice choose the
correct word or words to ... - multiple choice choose the correct word or words to complete each sentence.
1. bethany didn't ask for a reason, nor _____ offer one. a. we did c. we didn't b. did we d. didn't we ... complete
the sentences with the correct conjunction from the box. yet so or and 7. terry is an excellent employee, _____
she always has time to help others.
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